




















Determining the Winner in a Graph
Theory Game























Game of Cycles Definitions
Gameboard - Simple connected planar graph with the
bounded cells it creates
Cell - Area of the plane bounded by edges of a graph
Cycle cell - Single cell in the board whose boundary arrows are
all directed in the same way
Sink - All edges incident a vertex are directed toward that
vertex
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Game of Cycles Definitions
Gameboard - Simple connected planar graph with the
bounded cells it creates
Cycle cell - Single cell in the board whose boundary arrows are
all directed in the same way
Sink - Vertex with all edges incident to the vertex directed
toward the vertex
Source - Vertex with all edges incident to the vertex directed























Game of Cycles Gameplay
1 Two players take turns directing edges of the board with
an arrow
2 The winner of the game is the first player to complete a
cycle cell, or the player who makes the last move
3 Players are not allowed to create sinks or sources, and
must move if a move is available
Unmarkable edge - An edge that cannot be directed, as doing
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For the below gameboard, Player 2 has a winning strategy by
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For the below gameboard, Player 2 has a winning strategy by
playing the partnered edge in the same direction.
N
A full proof that Player 2 has a winning strategy follows a






















Previous Results (Alvarado, Averett, Gaines, Jackson,
Karker, Marciniak, Su, and Walker)
1 Games played on polygons always result in an even
number of unmarkable edges
2 Player 2 has a winning strategy for the graph K4
3 Consider graph of two polygons glued together by one
side. When there are an odd number of edges Player 1 has
a winning strategy, when there are an even number of
edges Player 2 has a winning strategy.
























Almost-sink - Vertex with all but one of its incident edges
directed toward the vertex
Almost-source - Vertex with all but one of its incident edges
directed away from the vertex
Primary edge - Edge that is incident to a vertex of interest
Secondary edge - Edge adjacent to a primary edge that is not
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Unmarkable Edges of a Path
Theorem
If the edges incident the end vertices of a path point in the
same direction there is an even number of unmarkable edges. If
these edges of the path point in opposite directions, there is an






















Unmarkable Edges of a Path Proof






















Unmarkable Edges of a Path Proof
Note: Every time there occurs a direction change, there is an
unmarkable edge
Even direction changes implies even unmarkable edges
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Let j , k ě 4. When j ` k is odd, Player 1 has a winning
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We can also show how Player 2 can force an almost-sink and
an almost-source, but that is a bit more complicated than we
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Original Strategy from Francis Su
The Game of Cycles [1] describes a winning strategy for a
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Also using symmetry, a different drawing of K4 has resulted in
a player 2 winning in an alternative way, by making two
unmarkable edges.
(Note: This type of K4 breaks the cycle cell rule and creates what we

























Using a similar strategy, there are two possible new games:
(Each players move is depicted using the notation a´ b, where a is
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What happens when we expand the classes we have been
working on?
Will the parity of edges always determine which player has
a winning strategy?























Alvarado et al. The Game of Cycles. Preprint, 2020.
Francis Su. Mathematics for Human Flourishing. New Haven,



























0 - an edge going toward the degree-3 vertex
1 - an edge going away from the degree-3 vertex
2 - an unmarkable edge.
The graph on the right above has a ternary string of 112010.
The first three digits and the second three digits cannot be
000 or 111
The third and fourth digits cannot be the same, as this



















































If the length of the path from d to e is odd, then if Player 1
plays b ñ c . Player 2 would play añ c . Normally this would
have resulted in a player 2 win, due to there being no
unmarkable edges, Player 2 would win by playing the last
possible move. However, if we allow multicell cycles, Player 1










































































Almost-source Proof for Player 2
* *


























Player 2 needs to respond to 3 categories of Player 1 moves.


























Player 2 needs to respond to 3 categories of Player 1 moves.
Player 1 plays on an inner or primary edge


























Player 2 needs to respond to 3 categories of Player 1 moves.
Player 1 plays on an inner or primary edge
Player 1 plays on a secondary edge
Player 1 plays on a non primary, non secondary edge
